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Abstract
I n this paper, two circular shape extraction methods
based on C A M (Content Addressable M e m o y ) concept are proposed. The first method based on Hough
Transform uses only the gradient amplitude infonnation, while the second uses i n addition preselected gradient direction to estimate the center coordinates of the
circle and then apply the H T circle extraction to extract
it's mdius. The advantages of both our propositions
consist of their performance to keep low both the hardware amount, and the computation time for extraction
of unknown, noisy circular shapes.
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has already been proposed and evaluated successfully
by part of authors [4]. Moreover, circular shapes extraction is also important for realizing practical vision
applications.
Specifically, tliis paper describes and evaluates two
parallel circnlar shape extraction algorithms : circular
shape extraction CAM-based HT that uses only gradient magnitiide ; and CAM-based HT, using gradient
direction information. As a result, real time requireiiients with low hardware amount are achieved since
both voting and 3D peak extraction, which mainly
compose the proposed HT algorithms, are efficiently
executed within the CAM.

Introduction

In spite of recent developn~entsin VLSI technology, image processing applications have been slow to emerge
becaiise the real-time processing requirement is very
costly. This is especially true for high and intermediate image processing levels, sticli as feature extraction.

On(: of the most efficient ways to extract features
is to use the Hougli transforni(HT). However, this reqilires a large compiitation time and capacity storage,
both of which increase with the complexity of the shape
to be extracted (3D and 5D parameter space for respectively circle and ellipse extraction). Therefore, many
parallel HT implementations have been reported in the
literature (11[2][3]. Unfortunately, these architectiires
generally requires a large amoilnt hardware, moreover,
they are iinsiiitable for real-time HT-based algorithms,
especially for complex curve extraction. This is mainly
clue to the bottleneck associated with memory access.
This paper shows how better performance, using
inexpensive hardware, can be obtained, by means of
an enhanced memory access techniques called Content
Addressable Memory (CAM). Results of an evaluation
of circular shape extraction using the CAM-based HT
algorithms show the effectiveness of the CAM technique.
Sliccessfiil real-time CAM-based HT line extraction

Hough Transform Algorithm
on CAM-based System
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Both our proposed algorithms stress our CAM technology implementation in a Highly Parallel Image Processing arcliitectiire (HiPIC) [5].

2.1

CAM-Based System Hardware Architecture

The hardware architecture of the CAM-based system
(Fig 1) is based on the HiPIC concept (Highly-parallel
Integrated Circuits and Systems). This is a modiilar
architecti~recomprising :
a preprocessing module for low level image processing,
a

an FPGA block for control,

a

a RISCIDSP processor for system control and serial data processing,
frameldata memory.

Host irlerface

1
Prepromsing
module

1

r

C

unit

For each line k+ 1 i n the image space. the decision
field is updated for each C A M uiord according to
the following recursive equation :

Parallel

where f depends on the shape to be extracted, and
xk is a function of the ed.qe pixel i n line line k .

(CAM)

Figure 1. HiPIC: Highly-parallel Integrated Circuits
and System.
Beside it's flexibility for supporting different image
processing applications, s~lclias line or segment extraction and 3D rcconstn~ction;tliis arcliitectnre is robust
(liic to the fact that tlic CAM is a SIMD-like architect i ~ r ein wliicli a high nuniber of PEs perform simple
operations siicli inc, add, data shift, and data conip
in parallol at high speed. Tliesc featl~restnakc our proposctl IiarcIware implemel~tat,io~i
for circnlar HT more
cfficiont t ha11 otllcr architectures.

2.2

r

This updating is followed by CAM-cell voting using
coordinates of the edge pixels i n line k + 1.

r

After the whole image is scanned, both thresholding and masimal peak extraction arc achieoed sim~~ltaneou.sly
for each accumul(itor cirr'ciy.

Proposed Algorithms
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Circle Detection CAM-Based HT

3.1

Tlie cart,csian cqnatio~iof a circle shows tliitt 3 1)aranieters (o.,h, c ) arc roqnired:

HT algorithm implementation

Eacli CAM word corresponds to a qnantizntion point
in Hoi~glispace and acts as a pro~essore1e11it:nt ( P E ) ,
a decision circuit, and acctuu~~lat~or
(Fig 2). Tllc value
conil)utod by tlie PE is stored in tlie decision circuit,
wllicll decitles whether voting to the accnm~~lator
1n11st
be done or not after searcl~operations.

Where (a, ?I) arc! tlit. inlagc coorciiiiat,c~s,( a .b) the
coordinatt?~
of tile cr:nter of tlie circlo, a11t1c it's radius.
In order to avoid innltiplicatioi~ol)caations. tlie
equation conlpl~tctlby each PE, for a11 iniage N x N is
modified from eq.(2) to the linear and recursive eqnation (3):

where : ( a ,b, c ) E N x N x N
The original 3D parameter space is subdivided into

(T) x ( 2 0 ) snb-parameter spaces (b, c ) . For each snbparameter space, tlie following steps are performed :
r

The terms b and xo i n (eq.3) are loaded in the
decision field of each C A M word whose address is
formed by the concatenation of parameters b and
C,

r

Fignrc 2. Hongll Transform: Iniplenieiitation on tolie
CAM
Tl~c!flow of tliese algoritlims can be described
lowing :

fol-

The whole image is scanned, and for each edge
point belonging to line 71, parallel search of
X
+,
(y) (where k E [0, 31, nnd .i E [0, $1) is
performed. A t this step, and because of the quantization errors, the searching mask is not fixed but
shifted to the left by lx - a1 hits i n the decision
field.

r

At the end of the line, the voting is carried out in
parallel for each word. This is followed by updating
the decision field corresponding to the next scan
line.

circle parameters. Exact circle paranleters are then extracted using the above described method. I11 this case,
the computation time is proportional to o(&).
Section 4 shows the efficiency of this metl~od.

After the whole image is scanned, all CAM
words whose corresponding acc~~mulator
is above
a threshold t h = f ( c ) (where f is a fun,ction depending on the radius c) are found.

A second alternative consists to use the gradient direction of each edge pixel to estimate tlie circle center
coordinates ( a ,b). Tliis is described ncxt.

Global 3 0 peak extraction of three successive a values (a,+l, a,+? and a ; + ~cell arrays i n Fig 3 ) is
performed by the CAM. This process consists of
maximal extraction followed by resetting the accumulators of the surrounding 26 neighboring CAM
u~ords.
Local neighboring area

3.2

Circle Detection CAM-Based HT
using Gradient Direct ion

In this niethod, the comp~ltationtinie of the above
method is reduced by taking advantage of llsefiil image information: the gradient direction. Differentiating eq.(2) with respect to x, we get:

Accumulator cells

Therefore, if 6 tlenotcs tlie gradient angle at (z, y),
tlieri tlie valnc of
is either tg(6 5) or t!y(6 - 5).
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+

Tlie flow of the algorithm is as follows:
r

Figure 3. Global 3D peak extraction,
Since a circular shape intercepts an horizontal line at a
maxiinuili of two pixels, two voting levels are achieved.
The first voting level is performed for each edge pixel
and uses a 2 bits wide bnffer. At the end of the scan
line, the anionnt of this buffer is added to the accumulator field during the second level voting step. This has
the merit of limiting the number of long sequence bit
serial operations reqnired to increment the accumulator field.
As a result of the above proposition, the computation tinie is short, and proportional to o($), where
A is the nlliliber of CAM words. However, both the
liardware aiiionnt and the processing tinie grow with
the image size. This is nlainly due to the delay caused
during a - .space scanning.
One alternative for fi~rtherreducing the computation time is to subsample the input image, and consequently the parameter space, by a factor K as a preliminary ~neclianismto focus attention on candidate

For each edge pixel belonging to line y, equs. (5)
and (G) are computed using a look-117) table for
multiplication operation. Voting task is th,en performed,
After the whole image is scanned, thresholding and
maximal search are carried out to extract a set A
of center circle coordinates,
Using eq.(3). a second voting is performed, by
evaluating for each boundary point a set of parameters ( a ,b, c ) that possibly pass through A .

It's obvious that eq.4 is very costly. Tliis is why
only a limited range of gradient direction s[6,6 E ] is
selected in step 1 of the algorithm (Fig. 4(a)).
For each scan line y 1, the decision field is updated
according to the equation :

+

+

Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding CAM word configuration.
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Fig~lrc4. Circle dotcction I);tscd HT 11sir1ggradiont
girclct,ion
Colnl)arctd to t,ho first dgoritl~ni,tlic: con~plexityis roN
d~lc:cxifroni
to (I(=),
where B is the
n~~lnl)cr
of solected gradiont tlirctction intcrvds.
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T d ~ l e1. Hit ratio.

4.2

Processing time

Tlie c o n ~ p ~ ~ t ~ atime
t i o n for differc~~t,
inlago sixcs was
evalnatotl sing a finite word lengtl~simulat1io~~(Fig.7).
Tlie followirig liypotl~csiswere considered :

Simulation Study

Processing time (ms)

...........................................................
+

In t,liis soc:ttion, both the accnracy ant1 hardwart!/l)rocossing t,ime porfor~nanccsof our algorithms
aro discnssotl. These silni~lationresi~lt~s
arc e v d ~ ~ a t e d
11si1iga CAM-hasod simnlator coded in C-langnage.

4.1

Circle Extraction Performance

To evaluate their accuracy, t,hree input images with
different $ ratio were generated (Fig.5).
Figure 7. Processing tinie performance.
One 40-Mliz VCAM chip of (4kwords x 72bit.s) [5],
Buffer size: B F = 1.
Three ranges of gradient direction.

4.3
Figure 5. Tliree noisy input images
Tal)le 1 shows tlie hit ratios obtained i~siiigthe two
proposed CAM-based HT algorithms. For this test,
variol~sbuffer sizes (BF=l bit or BF=2 bits) of the
first level voting and subsanipling sizes K were used
(scc scc.3.1) for the first algorithni. I11 tlie second,
tl~rccrange of gradient direction were 11sed:d E [O, E],
0 E ,;[ $ E], and d E 12. 2 E ] (E E {1°,20,30)).

+

+

Discussion

As a result of using tlie CAM concept for HT, circlllar
shape extraction is performed efficiently in an attractive computation time. In the fi~tnre,better liit ratio
performance can be obtained l~sirigweighted voting[4].
The first algorithm uses only the gradient magnitnde,
while the second adds the gradient direction information. This makes the later method niore roblist in accuracy results, hardware reqiiirements, and extensibility
for more conlplex curve detection. It's drawback is that
some prior informations about tlie image are required

to adequately select the range of gradient direction,
otherwise, higher hardware a111o11ntwill be reqnired.
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Conclusion and Future Work

I11 this study, an efficient inlplenlentation of CAMbnqed HT hiw been proposed. To confirm it's performance against previous propositions, two nlethods for
circular shape extraction have been implemented and
evalnnted. Since these algorith~nsrequire a high number of sin~ultaneouswrite and search operations, we
showed that, by taking advantage of CAM features,
both the hardware amount and execution t i ~ n eare reduced. This makes our architecture tlie niost efficient
for sach applications. In the future, the implementation of these algoritli~nson our architectnre will be
achieved. Furthermore, and using the same arcliitectnre, more coniplex curves extraction is envisaged using tlie Generalized Hougli Transfor~n.
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